Polyfilm is the successfully well-known Polyfoam in calibers 1/32", 1/25", 1/16", 3/32", 1/8" and 1/4". It is laminated with a high density film and it offers the market the possibility to print over the lamination any text or image.

Polyfilm raises from the market needs of personalizing its products. It means that besides protecting, it could be printed or personalized with any message that the market segment they are focusing on, with such as company logos, names, advertisements, instructions, or any other information that might be important for the final user.

It’s quite used by the automotive industry in different parts packaging. The industry of laminated flooring uses it as underlayment for carpet and laminated materials at their installation, the electronics industry uses it at bags to protect and advertise their products.

Polyfilm is produced at different sizes that can perfectly fit in the related market at its best.

The printing would be made continuously at the length of the roll and its cost will show a very affordable cost-benefit relationship by advertisement and it’s up on the number of inks that will be used.

For more information and pricing, you may get in touch with your commercial executive or customer services.